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Abstract
In this paper, we explore the nature of central idempotents of Schur
rings over finite groups. We introduce the concept of a lattice Schur
ring and explore properties of these kinds of Schur rings. In particular,
the primitive, central idempotents of lattice Schur rings are completely
determined. For a general Schur ring S, S contains a maximal lattice
Schur ring, whose central, primitive idempotents form a system of pairwise
orthogonal, central idempotents in S. We show that if S is a Schur ring
with rational coefficients over a cyclic group, then these idempotents are
always primitive and are spanned by the normal subgroups contained in
S. Furthermore, a Wedderburn decomposition of Schur rings over cyclic
groups is given. Some examples of Schur rings over non-cyclic groups will
also be explored.
Keywords: Schur Ring, cyclic group, primitive idempotent, group
ring, Wedderburn decomposition
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In 1950, Perlis and Walker [17] published the following result on the rational
group algebra of a finite abelian group:
Theorem. Let ζn = e
2pii/n ∈ C. Let G be a finite abelian group of order n.
Then
Q[G] ∼=
⊕
d|n
adQ(ζd),
where ad is the number of cyclic subgroups (or cyclic quotients) of G of order
d. In particular, if G = Zn is a cyclic group of order n, then
Q[Zn] ∼=
⊕
d|n
Q(ζd).
One consequence of the above decomposition is a solution to the isomorphism
problem of group rings over finite abelian groups with integer coefficients. Since
then, several other results about rational group algebras have been published
∗Andrew Misseldine, Department of Mathematics, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT,
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and the study of rational group algebras of a finite group is still an active field
of representation theory.
Of particular importance is the problem of finding the set of primitive central
idempotents of the rational group algebra Q[G]. An element ε of a ring R is
idempotent if ε2 = ε and is central in R if ε ∈ Z(R). In a semisimple ring such
as Q[G], all two-sided ideals are generated by a central idempotent. We say
that a central idempotent is primitive if it cannot be expressed as a sum of two
nonzero central idempotents. A semisimple ring may be expressed as a direct
sum of indecomposable two-sided ideals, called a Wedderburn decomposition,
each of which is principal and generated by a primitive central idempotent. In
this situation products of distinct ideals are trivial, and hence the primitive
central idempotents are pairwise orthogonal. Each central idempotent is a sum
of primitive central idempotents. Thus, the primitive central idempotents are
the atomic building blocks associated to the ideal structure of Q[G].
In the case of the complex group algebra, it is well known that the central
primitive idempotents can be computed using the irreducible characters of the
group. Averaging the Galois conjugates of each primitive central idempotent
in C[G], the idempotents of the group algebra F [G] can be computed for any
subfield F ⊆ C. In particular, the primitive central idempotents of Q[G] can
be computed in this way. Although this is possible using the characters, it is
often computationally laborious to compute the central idempotents of Q[G] by
this method. Instead, character-free methods have been developed to compute
these idempotents using the subgroups of G.
Character-free formulas for the primitive central idempotents of a finite
abelian group algebra with rational coefficients are outlined in Chapter VII
of [4], which we reproduce below in Proposition 2.9. These formulas were later
simplified and extended by Jespers, Leal, and Paques [5] to finite nilpotent
groups and by Olivieri, del Rı´o, and Simo´n [16] to finite abelian-by-supersolvable
groups. Other recent papers on the primitive central idempotents of Q[G] in-
clude Olivieri and del Rı´o [15], Broche and del Rı´o [2], Ferraz and Polcino Milies
[3], Van Gelder and Olteanu [19], Jespers, Olteanu, and del Rı´o [6], and Jespers,
Olteanu, and Van Gelder [7].
The group algebra is a special example of a class of algebras called Schur
rings. The Schur rings were originally developed by Schur and Wielandt in the
first half of the 20th century. Schur rings were first used to study permuta-
tion groups, but in later decades applications of Schur rings have emerged in
combinatorics, graph theory, and design theory [8, 12].
The purpose of this paper is to extend the formulas for the primitive central
idempotents of Q[G] to all Schur rings over G, when G is a finite cyclic group
(Theorem 3.3) and to extend the Wedderburn decomposition of Q[G] given by
Perlis and Walker to all Schur rings over a finite cyclic group (Theorem 4.4). We
also provide examples of Schur rings over abelian groups where these formulas
cannot be extended. In group algebras, for each lattice of normal subgroups of
a finite group, there corresponds a family of central idempotents. These lattices
of normal subgroups naturally give rise to Schur rings. Furthermore, these
systems of idempotents can often capture the primitive idempotents of related
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Schur rings. In the case of cyclic groups, it will be shown that the central,
primitive idempotents of a Schur ring correspond to the lattice of S-subgroups.
In Section 1 Schur rings and their elementary properties are presented. This
section also focuses on Cayley maps, these being maps on group algebras which
are induced from group homomorphisms, and we also provide criteria for when
the Cayley image of a Schur ring is also a Schur ring. In Section 2, lattices of
normal subgroups of finite groups will be used to construct complete systems
of orthogonal central idempotents in the group algebra and properties of these
system of idempotents are explored. From this, the formula for the primitive
central idempotents of lattice Schur rings is proven (Theorem 2.3). Similarly, in
Section 3, lattices of normal S-subgroups are used to build complete systems of
orthogonal idempotents in Schur rings. They are shown to be primitive idem-
potents when the group is cyclic. In Section 4, a Wedderburn decomposition of
Schur rings over cyclic groups is provided. Section 5 offers a few examples of
Schur rings over abelian groups and considers their primitive idempotents.
Throughout let G denote a finite group and F a field whose characteristic
does not divide |G|. For each A ⊆ G, let A denote the element
∑
g∈A g in the
group algebra F [G]. The cyclic group of order n will be denoted by Zn.
1 Schur Rings
Definition 1.1. Let {C1, C2, . . . , Cr} be a partition of a finite group G and let
S be the subspace of F [G] spanned by C1, C2, . . . Cr. We say that S is a Schur
Ring over F [G] if
1. C1 = {1},
2. For each i, there is a j such that (Ci)
−1 = Cj ,
3. For each i and j, Ci · Cj =
r∑
k=1
λijkCk, for λijk ∈ F .
Definition 1.2. Let S be a Schur ring over F [G] and let C ⊆ G. We say that
C is an S-set of G if C ∈ S. If C is also a subgroup of G, then we say that C is
an S-subgroup of G. If C is one of the classes associated to the partition of G,
then C is called an S-class.
Every finite group algebra F [G] is a Schur ring, resulting from the partition
of singletons on G. The partition {{1}, G \ {1}} affords a Schur ring, called the
trivial Schur ring of G.
Let H ≤ Aut(G) and
F [G]H = {α ∈ F [G] | σ(α) = α, for all σ ∈ H}.
Then F [G]H is a Schur ring afforded by the partition of G corresponding to the
orbits of the H-action on G. These Schur rings are referred to as orbit Schur
rings. The center of F [G] is an orbit Schur ring with H = Inn(G).
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Let S and T be Schur rings over F [G] and F [H ], respectively. We naturally
can view G and H as subgroups of G × H . The Schur rings S and T provide
partitions of G and H , respectively. Thus, we can create a partition on G×H by
taking all possible products of S-classes and T -classes. This product partition
affords a Schur ring S · T , called the dot product of S and T . Furthermore,
S · T ∼= S ⊗F T , as F -algebras.
Let 1 < K ≤ H < G be a sequence of finite groups such that K E G. Let S
be a Schur ring over H and T a Schur ring over G/K. Let π : G→ G/K be the
quotient map. Let P be the partition of G/K corresponding to T . Then π−1(P)
provides a partition of G such that K ∈ π−1(P). In particular, the classes in
π−1(P) are unions of cosets of K. Assume also that H/K is a T -subgroup, K
is an S-subgroup, and π(S) = T ∩ F [H/K], where the map π is understood to
be the linear extension of π : G → G/N to the group algebra F [G]. Thus, the
partitions corresponding to S and π−1(P) are compatible on their overlap, and
we can refine the classes in H from π−1(P) using the partition associated to
S. This constructs a Schur ring S ∧ T over G such that (S ∧ T ) ∩ F [H ] = S
and π(S ∧ T ) = T . A Schur ring of the form S ∧ T is referred to as a wedge
product of Schur rings. Let π−1(T ) denote the subalgebra of F [G] afforded by
the partition π−1(P). Then π−1(T ) is isomorphic to the Schur ring T via the
map π : π−1(T ) → T and is an ideal of S ∧ T . Viewing S as a subalgebra of
S ∧ T , we have S ∧ T = S + π−1(T ). See [11] for further treatment of wedge
products.
Theorem 1.3 (Leung and Man [11, 10]). Let G = Zn and let S be a Schur
ring over G. Then S is trivial, an orbit ring, a dot product of Schur rings, or a
wedge product of Schur rings.
Define additional operations on F [G] as follows:
∗ : F [G]→ F [G] :
∑
g∈G
αgg
∗ =∑
g∈G
αgg
−1
and the Hadamard product
◦ : F [G]× F [G]→ F [G] :
∑
g∈G
αgg
 ◦
∑
g∈G
βgg
 =∑
g∈G
αgβgg.
Schur rings can then be characterized by these operations.
Proposition 1.4 ([14] Lemma 1.3). Suppose that S is a subalgebra of F [G].
Then S is a Schur ring if and only if S is closed under ∗ and ◦ and 1, G ∈ S.
Definition 1.5. Let G be a finite group and L a sublattice of normal subgroups
of G. Then we define
S(L) = SpanF {H | H ∈ L}.
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Since H ◦K = H ∩K and H ·K = |H ∩K|HK for H,K ∈ L, S(L) is a Schur
ring, by Proposition 1.4. For this reason, S(L) will be called a lattice Schur
ring.
For any finite group G, the trivial Schur ring is a lattice Schur ring, corre-
sponding to the lattice {1, G}. It was observed by Muzychuk [13] that for cyclic
groups the lattice Schur rings correspond exactly with the rational Schur rings,
those Schur rings which are fixed under all group automorphisms.
It turns out that lattice Schur rings provide another way to construct Schur
rings beyond the three methods used in the Leung and Man classification the-
orem. For example, let G = Z5 × Z5 = 〈a, b〉, let L = {1, 〈a〉, 〈b〉, 〈ab〉, G}, and
let S = S(L). Let C = G \ (〈a〉 ∪ 〈b〉 ∪ 〈ab〉), so that |C| = 12. Hence, C is
one of the S-classes. Since C 6= G \ 1, S is not trivial. Likewise, S cannot be a
dot product of Schur rings since C is not a product of two S-classes contained
in proper subgroups of G. Also, S cannot be a wedge product since C is not
a union of cosets for any nontrivial subgroup. If S is an orbit Schur ring, it
is generated by automorphisms such that 〈a〉, 〈b〉, and 〈ab〉 are invariant sub-
groups. But the only automorphism subgroups with this property are cyclic and
are generated by the identity map, inversion map, or by the squaring map. The
partitions of G corresponding to these automorphism groups are distinct from
S, which implies that S is not an orbit Schur ring. This example then shows
that the Leung-Man classification theorem for cyclic groups cannot be extended
to arbitrary abelian groups.
The following three properties of Schur rings are due to Wielandt [20].
Proposition 1.6 ([20] p. 56). Let G be a finite group and let S be a Schur ring
over F [G]. Let α ∈ S such that α =
∑
g∈G αgg. Then {g ∈ G | αg = c} is an
S-set for each c ∈ F .
Proposition 1.7 ([20] p. 58). Let S be a Schur ring over G. Let α ∈ S and
let Stab(α) = {g ∈ G | αg = α}. Then Stab(α) is an S-subgroup of G.
Proposition 1.8 ([20] p. 58). Let S be a Schur ring over G and let C be an
S-set. Then 〈C〉 is an S-subgroup.
Definition 1.9. Let G and H be groups and let A and B be subalgebras of
F [G] and F [H ], respectively. Let f : A → B be an F -algebra homomorphism.
If f is the restriction to A of an induced group homomorphism ϕ : G→ H , then
we say that f is a Cayley homomorphism.
Let ϕ : G → H be a group homomorphism. Let ϕ also denote its linear
extension ϕ : F [G]→ F [H ]. Let g ∈ G. Then
ϕ(g∗) = ϕ(g−1) = ϕ(g)−1 = ϕ(g)∗.
By linearity, ϕ(α∗) = ϕ(α)∗ for all α ∈ F [G]. In particular, Cayley maps always
preserve the involution structure of F [G].
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Lemma 1.10 ([14] Proposition 1.5). Let ϕ : G→ H be a group homomorphism
with kerϕ = K. Let α, β ∈ F [G]. Then
ϕ(α) ◦ ϕ(β) =
1
|K|
ϕ((α ·K) ◦ (β ·K)).
In Muzychuk’s original proof, he proves Lemma 1.10 under the assumption
that G is an abelian group. Since K E G, K is central in F [G], and Muzychuk’s
proof remains valid without the abelian assumption.
Corollary 1.11. Let ϕ : G → H be a group homomorphism with kerϕ = K.
Let S be a Schur ring over F [G] such that K ∈ S. Then ϕ(S) is a Schur ring
over a subgroup of H. Furthermore, if ϕ is surjective, then ϕ(S) is a Schur ring
over H.
Proof. ϕ(S) is always a subalgebra of F [H ] closed under ∗ and contains 1, ϕ(G).
By Lemma 1.10, ϕ(S) is closed under ◦, and hence ϕ(S) is a Schur ring over
ϕ(G) by Proposition 1.4.
Corollary 1.11 was originally proved by Leung and Ma [9] using a different
proof.
As stated earlier, for any lattice L of normal subgroups of a finite group G,
S(L) is a Schur ring over G spanned by the elements of L. Let H E G and let
ϕ : G → G/H be the quotient map. Suppose that L is a distributive lattice.
Then we claim that ϕ(S(L)) is a Schur ring over G/H , even if H /∈ L. As in
the proof of Corollary 1.11, it suffices to show that ϕ(S(L)) is closed under ◦.
If K1,K2 ∈ L, then
K1H ◦K2H = K1H ∩K2H = (K1 ∩K2)H =
1
|(K1 ∩K2) ∩H |
K1 ∩K2 ·H
=
1
|K1 ∩K2 ∩H |
(K1 ◦K2) ·H,
where the second equality holds by the distributivity of the lattice. Then
ϕ(K1) ◦ ϕ(K2) =
1
|H |
ϕ((K1 ·H) ◦ (K2 ·H)), by Lemma 1.10,
=
|K1 ∩H ||K2 ∩H |
|H |
ϕ(K1H ◦K2H)
=
|K1 ∩H ||K2 ∩H |
|H ||K1 ∩K2 ∩H |
ϕ((K1 ◦K2) ·H)
= |(K1 ∩H)(K2 ∩H)|ϕ(K1 ◦K2) ∈ ϕ(S(L)).
Therefore, ϕ(S(L)) is closed under ◦, which proves the claim. This fact is
reported in the next proposition.
Proposition 1.12. Let G be a finite group and let L be a distributive lattice
of normal subgroups of G. Let ϕ : G → H be a group homomorphism. Then
ϕ(S(L)) is a lattice Schur ring over a subgroup of H.
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Let G be a finite cyclic group. Then the lattice of subgroups of G is dis-
tributive, and hence any sublattice is also distributive. Thus, ϕ(S(L)) is a Schur
ring for any homomorphism ϕ and any lattice L of subgroups of G. The next
theorem generalizes this for any Schur ring over a cyclic group.
Theorem 1.13. Let G be a finite cyclic group and S be a Schur ring over
F [G]. If ϕ : G→ L is a group homomorphism, then ϕ(S) is a Schur ring over
a subgroup of L.
Proof. Let S be a Schur ring over G = Zn. We proceed by induction on |G|.
If |G| = p, a prime, then the only normal subgroups are 1 and G, which are
necessarily S-subgroups. Thus, the property holds for |G| = p, by Corollary
1.11.
Suppose now the property holds for all proper divisors of the integer n and
let S be a Schur ring over G = Zn. By Theorem 1.3, S is a trivial, orbit, dot
product, or wedge product Schur ring. If S is trivial, then it is a lattice Schur
ring. So, ϕ(S) is a Schur ring by Proposition 1.12. If S is an orbit Schur ring,
then every subgroup ofG is an S-subgroup since every subgroup is characteristic.
Thus, ϕ(S) is a Schur ring by Corollary 1.11. If S = R · T for Schur rings R
and T over subgroups H and K, respectively, such that G = H × K, then
ϕ(S) = ϕ(R · T ) = ϕ(R) · ϕ(T ). Since ϕ(R) and ϕ(T ) are Schur rings by
induction, ϕ(S) is the dot product of Schur rings and hence a Schur ring itself.
Lastly, let S = R ∧ T for Schur rings R and T over normal subgroup H and
quotient groupG/K, respectively. Let π : G→ G/K be the quotient map. Then
S = R ∧ T = R + π−1(T ). Without the loss of generality, we may assume that
ϕ is the quotient map ϕ : G → G/N . We likewise define π∗ : G/N → G/KN
and ϕ∗ : G/K → G/KN to be quotient maps. Then it holds that ϕ(π−1(T )) =
(π∗)−1(ϕ∗(T )). By induction, ϕ(R) and ϕ∗(T ) are Schur rings. Therefore,
ϕ(S) = ϕ(R∧T ) = ϕ(R)+ϕ(π−1(T )) = ϕ(R)+(π∗)−1(ϕ∗(T )) = ϕ(R)∧ϕ∗(T ),
which is a Schur ring. This then proves the result for arbitrary n.
The Cayley image of a Schur ring need not be a Schur ring. In fact, it is
false even for Schur rings over abelian groups. Let G = Z2 × Z6 = 〈a, b〉 and
let S = SpanQ{1, b
3, b2 + b4, b + b5, a + ab3, ab + ab2, ab4 + ab5}. Then S is
an orbit Schur ring afforded by the subgroup generated by the automorphism
σ : a 7→ ab3, b 7→ b−1. Let ϕ : G → Z6 be the projection homomorphism onto
the subgroup 〈b〉, that is, π : a 7→ 1, b 7→ b. Then
ϕ(S) = SpanQ{1, b
3, b2 + b4, b+ b5, 1 + b3, b+ b2, b4 + b5}
= SpanQ{1, b
3, b2 + b4, b+ b5, b+ b2}.
If ϕ(S) were a Schur ring, then (b + b5) ◦ (b + b2) = b ∈ ϕ(S). Since b ∈ ϕ(S),
this implies that ϕ(S) = Q[Z6], which is six-dimensional. But dimϕ(S) ≤ 5,
which proves that ϕ(S) is not a Schur ring.
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2 Central Idempotents in Group Algebras
If the sum of a set of idempotents is 1, we say that the set of idempotents is
complete. In particular, the set of all primitive central idempotents is always
complete in a semisimple ring. Furthermore, every central idempotent of the
semisimple ring is a sum of primitive central idempotents, and the primitive
central idempotents involved in this sum are precisely the ones whose product
with the idempotent is nonzero.
Let G be a finite group and H ≤ G. Then for all h ∈ H , hH = Hh = H .
Let Ĥ =
1
|H |
H ∈ F [G]. Then Ĥ is an idempotent in F [G]. If H E G, then
Ĥ is a central idempotent. Note, (Ĝ) is a one-dimensional ideal in F [G], which
implies that Ĝ is always primitive in F [G]. On the other hand, if H  G, then
Ĥ is not primitive in F [G] since Ĥ = Ĝ+ (Ĥ − Ĝ).
Given any subgroups H and K of G, we have
ĤK̂ =
1
|H ||K|
H ·K =
|H ∩K|
|H ||K|
HK = ĤK.
If H is normal, then HK ≤ G and ĤK is an idempotent of F [G]. If H,K E G,
then HK is also normal in G. So, ĤK is central in F [G].
Let L be a semi-lattice of normal subgroups of G, by which we mean L is a
set of normal subgroups of G which is closed under joins and contains 1 and G.
Thus, a lattice of normal subgroups is a semi-lattice closed under intersections.
For H,K ∈ L, we say that K covers H if H < K and for all L ∈ L such that
H ≤ L ≤ K, either L = H or L = K. Let M(L, H) denote the set of all covers
of H in the semi-lattice L. When L is the whole lattice of normal subgroups of
G, let M(G,H) =M(L, H).
For every semi-lattice of normal subgroups ofG, there is an associated system
of idempotents in F [G] as follows: let
ε(L, H) =
∏
M∈M(L,H)
(Ĥ − M̂) ∈ F [G].
Since each subgroup M is normal, M̂ is central in F [G] and hence the order of
the product is irrelevant and ε(L, H) is central in F [G]. BecauseM(L, G) = ∅,
let ε(L, G) = Ĝ. When L is the whole semi-lattice, we let ε(G,H) = ε(L, H).
This agrees with the notation introduced in [5].
Lemma 2.1. Let L be a semi-lattice of normal subgroups of G with H,K ∈ L.
1. If K ≤ H, then K̂ε(L, H) = ε(L, H).
2. If H < K, then K̂ε(L, H) = 0.
3. If K 6≤ H, then K̂ε(L, H) = 0.
In particular, ε(L, H)2 = ε(L, H) and ε(L, H)ε(L,K) = 0 if H 6= K.
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Proof. Clearly, K̂Ĝ = Ĝ, which shows the first condition for H = G. The
remaining conditions are vacuously true for H = G, so we may assume that
H 6= G.
1. For any M ∈ M(L, H), K ≤ H < M . Thus, K̂Ĥ = Ĥ and K̂M̂ = M̂ ,
which implies that K̂(Ĥ − M̂) = Ĥ − M̂ . So, K̂ε(L, H) = ε(L, H).
2. Since H < K, there exists some coverM ofH in L such that H < M ≤ K.
Then K̂(Ĥ − M̂) = K̂ − K̂ = 0. This implies that K̂ε(L, H) = 0.
3. Lastly, K̂ε(L, H) = K̂(Ĥε(L, H)) = K̂Hε(L, H) = 0, where the first
equality is by (1) and the third equality is by (2).
Proposition 2.2. Let L be a semi-lattice of normal subgroups of G. Then
S(L)† = SpanF {ε(L, H) | H ∈ L}. In particular,∑
H∈L
ε(L, H) = 1.
Proof. Let S = Span{H | H ∈ L} and T = Span{ε(L, H) | H ∈ L}. We
must prove that S = T . Clearly, T ⊆ S. We prove the reverse containment by
induction on |L|.
If |L| = 2, then L = {1, G}, ε(L, 1) = Ĝ−1, and ε(L, G) = Ĝ. Hence, S = T .
Suppose the claim holds for any semi-lattice with order less that |L|. Let H ∈ L
and let ⌈H⌉ = {K | K ∈ L, H ≤ K}. Now, ⌈H⌉ is a semi-lattice of normal
subgroups of G with unit H and if H 6= 1 then ⌈H⌉ has order strictly less |L|.
Let π : G→ G/H be the quotient map. Then π(⌈H⌉) is a semi-lattice of normal
subgroups of G/H and Span{K/H | K ∈ ⌈H⌉} = Span{ε(π(⌈H⌉),K/H) | K ∈
⌈H⌉} by induction. Lifting this back to G, we have
Span{K | K ∈ ⌈H⌉} = Span{ε(⌈H⌉,K) | K ∈ ⌈H⌉}
= Span{ε(L,K) | K ∈ ⌈H⌉} ⊆ T.
In particular, H ∈ T for all H 6= 1. But ε(L, 1) = 1 + α, where α ∈ Span{H |
H ∈ L, H 6= 1} ⊆ T . Therefore, 1 = ε(L, 1) − α ∈ T , which proves the claim
S = T .
By orthogonality, {ε(L, H) 6= 0 | H ∈ L} is a basis of S and S is semisim-
ple. Hence, {ε(L, H) 6= 0 | H ∈ L} is the complete set of primitive central
idempotents of S. Therefore,
∑
H∈L ε(L, H) = 1.
In particular, {ε(L, H) | H ∈ L} is a complete set of orthogonal central
idempotents in F [G].
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a finite group and let F be a field with characteristic
not dividing |G|. Let L be a semi-lattice of normal subgroups of G. Then
{ε(L, H) 6= 0 | H ∈ L} is a complete set of primitive central idempotents of
S(L) and S(L) ∼=
⊕
n F , where n = |{ε(L, H) 6= 0 | H ∈ L}|.
†Although S(L) was originally defined for lattices, its definition naturally extends to the
case when L is a semi-lattice. In this case, S(L) may not be a Schur ring, but it will be an
algebra.
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Proof. Let S = S(L). By Proposition 2.2, S = Span{ε(L, H) | H ∈ L} and
{ε(L, H) 6= 0 | H ∈ L} is a basis of S. Thus, this basis must be a complete set
of idempotents and the ideal of each idempotent must have dimension 1. Thus,
each idempotent is primitive.
Corollary 2.4. Let S be a lattice Schur ring over F [G] and let ε ∈ S be an
idempotent. Then ε ∈ SpanF {H | H ∈ S}.
Lemma 2.5. For any semi-lattice L of normal subgroups of a finite group G
and any H ∈ L, we have
ε(L, H) =
∑
K
ε(G,K)
where the sum ranges over all subgroups K of G such that H ≤ K and M 6≤ K
for all M ∈M(L, H).
Proof. Since H ≤ K and M 6≤ K for all M ∈ M(L, H), Ĥε(G,K) = ε(G,K)
and M̂ε(G,K) = 0. Hence, ε(L, H)ε(G,K) = ε(G,K). Thus, all of the primi-
tive idempotents involved in ε(G,K) are also involved in ε(L, H). Furthermore,
{ε(G,K) | K E G} is a compete set of orthogonal central idempotents. There-
fore, every primitive central idempotent of F [G] is involved with one and only
one of the ε(G,K). This determines all of the primitive central idempotents
involved in ε(L, H). By partitioning these primitive central idempotents, we
get the desired equality.
The previous lemma then shows how the system of central idempotents re-
sulting from L can be decomposed into a sum of idempotents of the form ε(G,H)
in F [G]. We note however that ε(G,H) is not necessarily primitive. In fact,
ε(G,H) may be zero. For example, let G = Z2 × Z2 and F = Q. Then
ε(G, 1) = 0. On the other hand, when G is cyclic, ε(L, H) 6= 0 for all H ∈ L, as
we now show.
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a finite cyclic group and let L be a semi-lattice of sub-
groups of G. Then ε(L, H) 6= 0 for all H ∈ L.
Proof. For a cyclic group G, S(L) has for a basis the set {H | H ∈ L}. This can
be seen by examining the generators of each subgroup in L. Thus, dimF S(L) =
|L|. By Proposition 2.2, we have that S(L) = Span{ε(L, H) | H ∈ L}. There-
fore,
|L| = dimS(L) = |{ε(L, H) 6= 0 | H ∈ L}| ≤ |{ε(L, H) | H ∈ L}| ≤ |L|.
Therefore, |{ε(L, H) 6= 0 | H ∈ L}| = |{ε(L, H) | H ∈ L}|, which implies that
ε(L, H) 6= 0 for all H ∈ L.
On the other hand, let G = Z2 × Z2 = 〈a, b〉 and let L = {1, 〈a〉, G}.
Although G/1 is not cyclic, ε(L, 1) = 1 − 〈̂a〉 = 12 (1 − a) 6= 0. Thus, for
general semi-lattices of abelian groups, ε(L, H) can be nonzero even if G/H
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is not cyclic. In this example ε(L, 1) is imprimitive in Q[G] since ε(L, 1) =
ε(G, 〈b〉) + ε(G, 〈ab〉).
Let L be a semi-lattice of normal subgroups of a finite group G. For any
H ∈ L, let
N (L, H) = {K E G | H ≤ K andM 6≤ K, for allM ∈ M(L, H)}.
So, N (L, H) is the set of all normal subgroups between H and an L-cover of H .
Then
ε(L, H) =
∑
K∈N (L,H)
ε(G,K),
by Lemma 2.5. Generalizing the above set, for any N ∈ N (L, H),
N (L, H,N) = {K ∈ N (L, H) | K ≥ N}.
We mention that N (L, H) is closed under intersections, as is N (L, H,N).
Lemma 2.7. Let L be a semi-lattice of normal subgroups of a finite group G
and let H ∈ L. Let N ∈ N (L, H) and let π : G→ G/N be the natural quotient
map. Then π induces a bijection N (L, H,N)→ N (π(L), N/N).
Proof. First, let K ∈ N (L, H,N). So, π(K) is normal in G/N and clearly
N/N ≤ π(K). Suppose M ′ ∈ π(L) such that N/N ≤ M ′ ≤ π(K). Then there
exists some M ∈ L such that π(M) = M ′. Since MH ∈ L and π(MH) = M ′,
we may assume that H ≤M . Next,
H ≤M ≤MN ≤ KN ≤ K.
Since K ∈ N (L, H,N), the only normal subgroup between K and H contained
in L is H . Thus, M = H , which implies
M ′ = π(M) = π(H) = N/N.
Since there are no subgroups in π(L) between N/N and π(K) other than N/N
itself, π(K) ∈ N (π(L), N/N). Hence, π(N (L, H,N)) ⊆ N (π(L), N/N).
Second, suppose π(K1) = π(K2), for K1,K2 ∈ N (L, H,N). Since N ≤ K1∩
K2, K1 = K2, by correspondence. Therefore, π : N (L, H,N)→ N (π(L), N/N)
is injective.
Lastly, letK ′ ∈ N (π(L), N/N). Then there exists a unique normal subgroup
K of G such that π(K) = K ′ and N ≤ K. Let L ∈ L such that H ≤ L ≤ K.
Then N/N ≤ π(L) ≤ K ′. Since π(L) ∈ π(L), it must be that π(L) = N/N ,
which implies that L ≤ N . But N ∈ N (L, H). Thus, L = H , which proves
that K ∈ N (L, H,N), also. This shows that π : N (L, H,N) → N (π(L), N/N)
is surjective.
Corollary 2.8. Let G be a finite group with semi-lattice of normal subgroups
L. Let H ∈ L and N ∈ N (L, H). Furthermore, if π : G→ G/N is the quotient
map, then π(ε(L, H)) = ε(π(L), N/N).
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Proof. By Lemma 2.5,
ε(L, H) =
∑
K∈N (L,H,N)
ε(G,K) +
∑
L∈N (L,H)\N (L,H,N)
ε(G,L).
For each L 6≥ N , π(ε(G,L)) = 0, and for eachK ≥ N , π(ε(G,K)) = ε(G/N,K/N).
Thus,
π(ε(L, H)) =
∑
K∈N (L,H,N)
ε(G/N,K/N) =
∑
K/N∈N (pi(L),N/N)
ε(G/N,K/N)
= ε(π(L), N/N),
where the second equality follows by Lemma 2.7 and the third follows by Lemma
2.5.
The primitivity of ε(G,H) can be determined when G is abelian.
Proposition 2.9 ([5] Corollary 2.1). The set {ε(G,H) | H ≤ G,G/H is cyclic}
is a complete set of primitive central idempotents in Q[G] when G is abelian. If
ε ∈ Q[G] is any idempotent, then ε ∈ SpanQ{H | H ≤ G}.
Corollary 2.10. The set {ε(G,H) | H ≤ G} is a complete set of primitive
central idempotents in Q[G] when G is cyclic.
Removing zero idempotents if necessary, Lemma 2.5 gives a decomposition
of ε(L, H) into primitive idempotents in Q[G] when G is abelian.
Let G be an abelian group. Suppose that H ≤ G but G/H is not cyclic. By
Proposition 2.9, ε(G,H) is not a primitive idempotent but ε(G,H)ε(G,K) = 0
for all G/K cyclic. Thus, ε(G,H) = 0, that is, if G is abelian, ε(G,H) 6= 0 if
and only if ε(G,H) is primitive if and only if G/H is cyclic.
3 Primitive Idempotents of Schur Rings over
Cyclic Groups
Let S be a Schur ring over F [G], for some finite group G, not necessarily abelian.
Let H,K be normal S-subgroups of G. Then H · K = |H ∩ K|HK ∈ S and
H ◦K = H ∩K ∈ S. Thus, the collection of all normal S-subgroups L forms a
lattice of normal subgroups of G. As shown above, associated to this lattice is a
complete set of idempotents in F [G]. Let ε(S,H) = ε(L, H). Since L is a lattice,
S(L) is a lattice Schur ring contained in S and is maximal with respect to being
the largest lattice subring in S. Furthermore, S(L) = SpanF {ε(S,H) | H}, and
hence contains many of the central idempotents of S. Under some conditions,
S(L) contains all the central idempotents of S, for example when S = S(L).
We will see in this section that if G = Zn and F = Q then S(L) contains all the
idempotents of S.
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Let n be a positive integer with prime factorization given as
n =
r∏
i=1
paii ,
where each pi is a distinct prime. Set
λ(n) = (−1)
∑r
i=1 ai ,
and
Id(n) = n.
It is elementary to check that λ and Id are multiplicative functions‡. Let β be
the Dirichlet convolution of λ and Id, that is,
β(n) = (λ ♯ Id)(n) =
∑
d|n
λ(d)(n/d).
β is the alternating-sum-of-divisors function. Since the convolution of mul-
tiplicative functions is multiplicative, we have that β is also a multiplicative
function. A detailed treatment of β can be found in [18].
Let G = Zn be a cyclic group of order n. For each divisor d | n, let Ld be
the set of elements of order d in G. Since G has a unique subgroup of order d,
which is necessarily cyclic, we will refer to this subgroup as Gd. Thus, Ld is the
set of generators of Gd and is referred to as the dth layer of G.
Consider the expansion
ε(G, 1) =
r∏
i=1
(1− Ĝpi)
= 1−
∑
i≤r
Ĝpi +
∑
i<j≤r
Ĝpipj −
∑
i<j<k≤r
Ĝpipjpk + . . .± Ĝm, (3.1)
=
∑
d|m
cdLd, (3.2)
where m =
∏r
i=1 pi. Let a | m. By comparing coefficients in (3.1) and (3.2), we
have
ca =
∑
a|d|m
λ(d)
d
= λ(a)
∑
a|d|m
λ(d/a)
d
=
λ(a)
m
∑
a|d|m
λ(d/a)(m/d) =
λ(a)
m
∑
d′|(m/a)
λ(d′)((m/a)/d′)
=
λ(a)β(m/a)
m
. (3.3)
‡A function f : Z+ → R is multiplicative if f(1) = 1 and f(mn) = f(m)f(n) whenever
gcd(m,n) = 1.
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Also ca = 0 for any a ∤ m.
Next, let H E G. Then for all h ∈ H , hε(G,H) = ε(G,H). Thus, the
coefficients of ε(G,H) are constant over cosets of H . Let π : G→ G/H be the
natural quotient map. Then, as seen above, ϕ(ε(G,H)) = ε(G/H,H/H). Let
a | n and let g ∈ G be an element of order a. Then ϕ(g) ∈ G/H is an element of
order a′ =
a
gcd(a, |H |)
. Finally, let ca be the coefficient of g in ε(G,H), let c
′
a
be the coefficient of ϕ(g) in ε(G/H,H/H), and let m′ be the product of distinct
prime divisors of n/|H |. Thus, by (3.3),
ca =
1
|H |
c′a =
1
|H |
(
λ(a′)β(m′/a′)
m′
)
(3.4)
Thus, combining the above formula with Lemma 2.5, it is possible to com-
pute the coefficients of ε(L, H) for any lattice of subgroups of G = Zn.
Now, in a Schur ring, Proposition 1.6 applies and by examining coefficients
of ε(G, 1) certain S-subgroups can be identified.
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a Schur ring over Q[G] where G is a finite cyclic group.
If ε(G, 1) ∈ S, then Gp ∈ S for all p
∣∣ |G|.
Proof. Suppose that |G| = n =
∏r
i=1 p
ai
i is a prime factorization. Let m =∏r
i=1 pi. By Proposition 1.8, if Lp ∈ S then Gp ∈ S. So it suffices to show that
Lp ∈ S for all p | n.
As noted in (3.3), the coefficient of Lp in ε(G, 1) is
λ(p)β(m/p)
m
for all p | m.
Suppose that for some other divisor d | m,
λ(p)β(m/p)
m
=
λ(d)β(m/d)
m
. (3.5)
Then β(m/p) = β(m/d), since β(k) > 0 for all positive k. Since m is square-free
and β is multiplicative, this implies that β(p) = β(d).
Suppose d =
∏s
i=1 qi, where each qi is a prime divisor ofm. Then β(p) = p−1
and
β(d) = β
(
s∏
i=1
qi
)
=
s∏
i=1
(qi − 1).
Now, if p | d, then qk = p for some 1 ≤ k ≤ s and
∏s
i=1(qi − 1) = qk − 1 ⇒
(q1 − 1) . . . ̂(qk − 1) . . . (qs − 1) = 1, where here ̂ denotes an omitted factor.
That implies that d = p or d = 2p. But if d = 2p, then λ(d) = 1, while λ(p) =
−1, which contradicts (3.5). Therefore, we may assume that gcd(p, d) = 1.
Furthermore, since
∏s
i=1(qi − 1) = p− 1, we know that qi − 1 < p− 1⇒ qi < p
for all primes dividing d.
First, let p be the smallest prime dividing m. Let K be the subset of G con-
sisting of those elements whose coefficient in ε(G, 1) is equal to λ(p)β(m/p)/m.
As above, Lp ⊆ K. On the other hand, if any other layer Ld ⊆ K, then this
implies that β(d) = β(p), but by the previous paragraph all the prime divisors
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of d are smaller than p, which is a contradiction. Therefore, K = Lp, which
implies that Lp ∈ S. For induction, suppose that if p is a prime divisor of m
which is smaller than k then Lp ∈ S. Let p be the smallest prime divisor of
m which is greater than or equal to k. Again, let K be the subset of G whose
coefficient in ε(G, 1) is equal to λ(p)β(m/p)/m. Clearly, Lp ⊆ K. If Ld ⊆ K
for some other divisor d of m, then d =
∏s
i=1 qi, where qi is a prime divisor of
m strictly smaller than p. By our induction hypothesis, Lqi ∈ S for all divisors
of d. Furthermore, Gqi ∈ S for all i and hence Gd′ ∈ S for all d
′ | d. Taking
differences, this implies that Ld ∈ S. So instead, we may set K to be the sub-
set of G whose coefficient in ε(G, 1)− λ(p)β(m/p)m Ld is equal to λ(p)β(m/p)/m.
Repeating this process finitely many times if necessary, eventually we will have
that K = Lp, which implies that Lp ∈ S. Therefore, by induction, Lp ∈ S for
all p
∣∣ |G|. This implies that Gp = 〈Lp〉 is an S-subgroup.
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a Schur ring over a Q[G] where G is a cyclic group. Let
H E G. If ε(G,H) ∈ S, then M ∈ S for all M ∈M(G,H).
Proof. Now, Stab(ε(G,H)) = H , which implies H ∈ S, by Lemma 1.7. There-
fore, the result follows from Corollary 1.11, Corollary 2.8, and Lemma 3.1.
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a finite cyclic group and let S be a Schur ring over
Q[G]. Then ε(S,H) is primitive for all H ∈ S. In particular, {ε(S,H) | H ∈ S}
is a complete set of primitive idempotents in S.
Proof. The proof is by induction on |G|. If |G| = p, a prime, then the lattice of
S-subgroups is {1, G}, the entire lattice of subgroups. Thus, ε(S, 1) = ε(G, 1)
and ε(S,G) = Ĝ, which are primitive by Corollary 2.10. Next, suppose that the
result holds for all cyclic groups with order less than n. Let G = Zn and let
H ∈ S. Then consider ε(S,H). By Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.7, if π : G→ G/H
is the quotient map, then ε(S,H) is primitive if and only if ε(π(S), H/H) is
primitive, where the latter is primitive by our induction hypothesis. Thus, it
suffices to prove the case for ε(S, 1).
Suppose that
ε(S, 1) = ε1 + ε2 (3.6)
decomposes as a sum of nonzero idempotents. By Lemma 2.5, ε(S, 1) is a sum of
primitive idempotents of the form ε(G,H), where H does not contain a minimal
S-subgroup. So, (3.6) partitions this collection of primitive idempotents. We
may assume that ε(G, 1) is involved in ε1. Suppose that ε1 = ε(G, 1) ∈ S.
Then by Lemma 3.1, S contains all the minimal subgroups of G. In particular,
ε(S, 1) = ε(G, 1), by Lemma 2.5, and is primitive by Corollary 2.10. So, we may
assume that ε1 involves some other primitive idempotent ε(G,H), with H 6= 1.
Next, suppose that ε(G,K) is involved in ε2 and suppose that H ∩K 6= 1.
Let π : G → G/(H ∩ K) be the quotient map. Now, H,K ∈ N (S, 1), which
implies that H ∩K ∈ N (S, 1). Then π(ε(G,H)), π(ε(G,K)) 6= 0, by Corollary
2.8 and Lemma 2.6. This means that π(ε(S, 1)) is an imprimitive idempotent
of π(S). But π(S) is a Schur ring by Theorem 1.13 and π(ε(S, 1)) = ε(π(S), 1)
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by Corollary 2.8. Thus, π(ε(S, 1)) is primitive by our induction hypothesis,
a contradiction. Hence, H ∩ K = 1 for all ε(G,K) involved in ε2. By this
consideration, for all subgroups 1 < L ≤ K, ε(G,L) must be involved in ε2 and
for all subgroups 1 < L ≤ H , ε(G,L) must be involved in ε1. In particular, we
may assume that H and K have prime order.
Next, ε(G,HK) cannot be involved in ε1 since HK ∩ K 6= 1 nor ε2 since
HK ∩ H 6= 1. Thus, ε(G,HK) is not involved in ε(S, 1), which implies that
HK contains a minimal S-subgroup. But the only nontrivial subgroups of HK
are H , K, and HK, by order considerations. Thus, HK must be a minimal
S-subgroup, that is, HK ∈ S.
If K = {Kα | ε(G,Kα) is involved in ε2} and
⋂
K = K 6= 1, then Stab(ε2) =
K, which implies that K ∈ S. This contradicts Lemma 2.5, since K ∈ N (S, 1).
So, ε2 must involve at least two distinct primitive idempotents ε(G,K1) and
ε(G,K2) and we may assume that both K1 and K2 have prime orders. Using
the previous argument, HK1, HK2 ∈ S. But then HK1 ◦ HK2 = H ∈ S, by
the distributivity of the lattice of subgroups of G. But this contradicts Lemma
2.5. Therefore, ε(S, 1) is primitive in S.
Corollary 3.4. Let S be a Schur ring over Q[G] and let ε ∈ S be an idempotent,
with G cyclic. Then ε ∈ SpanQ{H | H ∈ S}.
We now will compute a few examples to illustrate. Let G = Z12 = 〈z〉. Then
the six normal subgroups of G are G1 = 1, G2 = 〈z6〉, G3 = 〈z4〉, G4 = 〈z3〉,
G6 = 〈z2〉, and G12 = G, and the six primitive idempotents of Q[Z12] are
ε(G, 1) =
1
3
−
1
3
z6 −
1
6
(z4 + z8) +
1
6
(z2 + z10)
ε(G,G2) =
1
6
(1 + z6)−
1
6
(z3 + z9)−
1
12
(z2 + z4 + z8 + z10) +
1
12
(z + z5 + z7 + z11)
ε(G,G3) =
1
6
(1 + z4 + z8)−
1
6
(z2 + z6 + z10)
ε(G,G4) =
1
6
(1 + z3 + z6 + z9)−
1
12
(z + z2 + z4 + z5 + z7 + z8 + z10 + z11)
ε(G,G6) =
1
12
(1 + z2 + z4 + z6 + z8 + z10)−
1
12
(z + z3 + z5 + z7 + z9 + z11)
ε(G,G) =
1
12
(1 + z + z2 + z3 + z4 + z5 + z6 + z7 + z8 + z9 + z10 + z11)
As before, every subgroup of a cyclic group is characteristic, which implies
that every subgroup is an S-subgroup of every orbit Schur ring. Thus, the prim-
itive idempotents of any orbit Schur ring are exactly the primitive idempotents
of Q[G]. Consider
S = SpanQ{1, z
6, z4 + z8, z2 + z10, z + z5 + z9, z3 + z7 + z11},
which is not an orbit ring. But S is a Schur ring over G and its S-subgroups
are 1, G2, G3, G6, and G12. Therefore, the primitive idempotents of S are
ε(S, 1) = ε(G, 1)
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ε(S,G2) = ε(G,G2) + ε(G,G4) =
1
3
(1 + z6)−
1
6
(z2 + z4 + z8 + z10)
ε(S,G3) = ε(G,G3)
ε(S,G6) = ε(G,G6)
ε(S,G) = ε(G,G).
We have used Lemma 2.5 to decompose each idempotent into a sum of primitive
idempotents over Q[G]. We note that ε(G,G2) /∈ S since the coefficients of z9
and z differ. Likewise, ε(G,G4) /∈ S. Thus, ε(S,G2) is primitive in S.
For another example, consider the Schur ring T :
T = SpanQ{1, z
6, z4 + z10, z2 + z8, z + z3 + z5 + z7 + z9 + z11}.
Then the T -subgroups are 1, G2, G6, and G12 and the primitive idempotents
are
ε(T, 1) = ε(G, 1) + ε(G,G3) =
1
2
−
1
2
z6
ε(T,G2) = ε(G,G2) + ε(G,G4)
ε(T,G6) = ε(G,G6)
ε(T,G) = ε(G,G).
Since ε(G, 1), ε(G,G3), ε(G,G2), ε(G,G4) /∈ T , ε(T,G1) and ε(T,G2) are prim-
itive in T .
We present one last example. Consider the Schur ring U :
U = SpanQ{1, z
4, z8, z2 + z6 + z10, z + z5 + z9, z3 + z7 + z11}.
Then the U -subgroups are 1, G3, G6, and G12 and the primitive idempotents
are
ε(U, 1) = ε(G, 1) + ε(G,G2) + ε(G,G4)
=
2
3
−
1
3
(z4 + z8)
ε(U,G3) = ε(G,G3)
ε(U,G6) = ε(G,G6)
ε(U,G) = ε(G,G).
Clearly, ε(G, 1), ε(G, 2), and ε(G,G4) /∈ U . Therefore, ε(U, 1) is primitive in U .
4 Decomposition of Schur Rings over Cyclic Groups
In Theorem 2.3, we determined the Wedderburn decomposition of any lattice
Schur ring. For cyclic groups, this decomposition characterizes lattice Schur
rings.
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Proposition 4.1. Let G be a finite cyclic group and let S be a Schur ring over
Q[G]. Then S ∼=
⊕
Q if and only if S = S(L) for some lattice L of subgroups
of G.
Proof. If S = S(L), then S ∼=
⊕
Q by Theorem 2.3. Suppose that S ∼=
⊕
Q.
Then the complete set of primitive idempotents of S forms a basis. But this set
is {ε(S,H) | H ∈ S} by Theorem 3.3, and Span{ε(S,H) | H ∈ S} is a lattice
Schur ring by Proposition 2.2.
Let Kn = Q(ζn). From Galois theory, we know there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the subfields of the cyclotomic field Kn and the subgroups
of the Galois group G(Kn/Q). Each of these subfields is the fixed subalgebra of
some Galois subgroup and is spanned by sums of roots of unity.
In more generality, let A be an algebra over a field F and let H ≤ AutF (A)
be finite, where AutF (A) is the group of F -algebra automorphisms of A. Then
AH = {α ∈ A | σ(α) = α, for all σ ∈ H},
and AH is spanned by the orbit sums of H. In fact, if B is a basis of A, then
AH is spanned by the orbit sums of elements from B. In particular, orbit Schur
rings are spanned by the orbit sums of elements of G.
Let ωn : Q[Zn] → Q(ζn) be the Q-algebra map uniquely defined by the
relation ωn(z) = ζn. If A is any subalgebra of Q[Zn] containing 1, then Q ⊆
ωn(A) ⊆ Kn. Thus, ωn(A) is a subfield of Kn. In particular, ωn(S) is a subfield
of Kn for any Schur ring over Zn.
Every automorphism of Zn is determined by z 7→ zm, and every automor-
phism on Kn is determined by ζ 7→ ζm, where m is unique modulo n. Identify-
ing these congruence classes provides an automorphism between Aut(Zn) and
G(Kn/Q). For this reason, we may identify the two groups as the same and de-
note this group as Gn. In particular, if σ ∈ Gn, then σ ◦ωn = ωn ◦ σ. Therefore,
ωn preserves the orbit structure of any subgroup of Gn. This implies that the
H-periods, for H ≤ Gn, are preserved by ωn.
Lemma 4.2. For each H ≤ Gn, ωn(Q[Zn]H) = KHn .
Proof. Using the map ωn : Q[Zn]→ Kn, we have that the orbit sums of H in Zn
map onto the orbit sums ofH in Kn. Thus, ωn : Q[Zn]
H → KHn is surjective.
Let πd : G → G/Gn/d be the natural quotient map. Let H ≤ Gn. Now,
H can be viewed as a set of integers modulo n. Also, for any d | n, H can be
viewed as a set of integers modulo d (with possible redundancies). Thus, we
may use H to denote a subgroup of Gn and a subgroup of Gd.
Lemma 4.3. Let G = Zn. For each H ≤ Gn, πd(Q[G]
H) = Q[Gd]
H.
Proof. Using the map πd : Q[G] → Q[G/Gn/d], the orbit sums of H in G map
onto the orbit sums of H in Gd scaled possibly by a constant depending on the
orbit. Thus, πd : Q[G]H → Q[G/Gn/d]
H is surjective.
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The next result generalizes the theorem of Perlis and Walker to all orbit
Schur rings.
Theorem 4.4. Let G = Zn, a cyclic group of order n, and let H ≤ Aut(G).
Then
Q[G]H ∼=
⊕
d|n
Q(ζd)
H.
Proof. Let S = Q[G]H. Since all subgroups of G are characteristic, the primitive
idempotents of S are exactly the primitive idempotents of Q[G], by Corollary
2.10. By the Perlis-Walker Theorem, each idempotent corresponds to a cyclo-
tomic field and hence to a divisor of n. Let εd denote the idempotent in Q[G]
such that Q[G]εd ∼= Kd. Let ω(d) : Q[G] → Kd be the representation afforded
by ω(d)(z) = ζd for each d | n. Using previous notation, we have ω(d) = ωd ◦ πd.
For each element x ∈ Kd, there exists some α ∈ Q[G] such that ω(d)(α) = x.
Define ϕd : Kd → Q[G]εd as ϕ(d)(x) = αεd. It is routine to check that ϕd is an
isomorphism. Then
S =
⊕
d|n
Sεd.
Now, the map ϕd ◦ ω(d) is multiplication by εd and hence is the natural
projection map Q[G]→ Q[G]εd. Thus, the restriction ϕd ◦ω(d) : S → Sεd is the
projection map. Finally,
Sεd = ϕd ◦ ω
(d)(S) = ϕd ◦ ωd ◦ πd(S) = ϕd ◦ ωd(Q[Gd]
H), by Lemma 4.3,
= ϕd(K
H
d ), by Lemma 4.2.
But ϕd|KH
d
is injective and hence ϕd : KHd → Sεd is an isomorphism, which
finishes the proof.
In more generality, let S be a Schur ring over a cyclic group. If Gn/d ∈ S,
then
ω(d)(ε(S,Gn/d)) = ωd ◦ πd(ε(S,Gn/d)) = ωd(ε(πd(S), 1)) = 1 ∈ Kd.
In particular, Schur rings over cyclic groups decompose as sums of subfields of
cyclotomic fields, where the degree of each cyclotomic field corresponds to the
index of an S-subgroup.
To illustrate this procedure, let G = Z12 and let S, T , and U be the Schur
rings defined at the end of Section 3.
First, S has five primitive idempotents corresponding to the subgroups G,
G6, G3, G2, and 1. Thus, S has representations in Q, K2, K4, K6, and
K12. Since dimQ = dimK2 = 1, Sε(S,G) ∼= Sε(S,G6) ∼= Q, as Q-algebras.
Since dimω(4)(S) = dimK3 = 2, we have Sε(S,G3) ∼= K3 = Q(ζ3). Also,
dimω(6)(S) = 1, we have Sε(S,G2) ∼= Q. This accounts for five of the six
dimensions of S. Hence, Sε(S, 1) = 1. Therefore,
S ∼= Q4 ⊕Q(i).
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Next, T has four primitive idempotents corresponding to the subgroups G,
G6, G2, and 1, which gives representations in Q, K2, K6, and K12, respectively.
Like before, Tε(T,G) ∼= Tε(T,G6) ∼= Q. Since ω(6)(T ) = 2, it must be that
Tε(T,G2) ∼= K6 ∼= Q(ζ3). Since dimT = 5, it follows that Tε(T, 1) ∼= Q.
Therefore,
T ∼= Q3 ⊕Q(ζ3).
Lastly, U has four primitive idempotents corresponding to G, G6, G3, and
G1. Thus, Uε(U,G) ∼= Uε(U,G6) ∼= Q. By dimension considerations, it must
be that dimUε(U,G3) = dimUε(U, 1) = 2. This implies that Uε(U,G3) ∼= K4
and Uε(U, 1) ∼= K3 or K4. Since ω(12)(z4) = ζ3, we have
U ∼= Q2 ⊕Q(i)⊕Q(ζ3).
5 Non-cyclic Examples
Under what conditions can Theorem 3.3 be extended, that is, for a Schur ring
S with rational coefficients, when does its maximal lattice Schur subring con-
tain all the central idempotents of S? We say that a Schur ring with rational
coefficients is tidy is all of its central idempotents are contained in the maxi-
mal lattice Schur subring. Tidiness is equivalent to saying that all the central
idempotents are spanned by the normal S-subgroups. It is clear that if the
maximal lattice subring contains all the central idempotents, then each central
idempotent is spanned by the normal S-subgroups. To see the other direction,
note that {ε(S,H) | H ∈ S} is a set of central idempotents and the span of
{ε(S,H) | H ∈ S} is the same as the span of the normal S-subgroups. So, if each
primitive central idempotent is spanned by the normal S-subgroups, then they
are spanned by {ε(S,H) | H ∈ S}, which means that {ε(S,H) 6= 0 | H ∈ S}
must be the set of primitive central idempotents of S. Thus, S is tidy.
By above, all lattice Schur rings are tidy and every Schur ring over a cyclic
groups also is tidy. Also, all group algebras over abelian groups are tidy. But
tidiness does not hold for Schur rings in general, that is, there exists Schur rings
for which the primitive central idempotents are not spanned by the normal S-
subgroups. In fact, a counterexample can be found among abelian groups. Let
G = Z3 × Z3 = 〈a, b〉 and let
S = SpanQ{1, a+ a
2 + b+ b2, ab+ a2b2 + ab2 + a2b}.
Then S is an orbit Schur ring afforded by the automorphism subgroup generated
by the automorphism σ : a 7→ b, b 7→ a2. Now, the lattice of S-subgroups is
simply {1, G}. Thus, ε(S, 1) = 1− Ĝ and ε(S,G) = Ĝ. By Lemma 2.5,
ε(S, 1) = [ε(G, 〈a〉) + ε(G, 〈b〉)] + [ε(G, 〈ab〉) + ε(G, 〈ab2〉)].
But
ε(G, 〈a〉) + ε(G, 〈b〉) =
1
3
(1 + a+ a2) +
1
3
(1 + b+ b2)−
2
9
G
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=
2
3
+
1
3
(a+ a2 + b+ b2)−
2
9
G ∈ S.
Similarly, ε(G, 〈ab〉) + ε(G, ab2) ∈ S. Hence, ε(S, 1) is imprimitive decomposes
as a sum of two nonzero idempotents in S. Therefore, S is not tidy.
The above example also shows that Proposition 4.1 does not hold for abelian
groups, since S ∼= Q3 but S is not a lattice Schur ring. Likewise, the above Schur
ring shows that Theorem 4.4 does not extend to Schur rings over abelian groups,
since Q3 ∼= Q[G]H 6∼=
⊕
d|n adQ(ζd)
H ∼= Q5.
The above example can be generalized to all elementary abelian groups of
order p2, where p is an odd prime. On the other hand, all Schur rings over the
Klein 4-group are tidy. So there do exists non-cyclic abelian groups for which
every Schur ring is tidy. For another example, all Schur rings over an abelian
groups of order 8 are tidy. To see this, we first define the concept of a Schur
homomorphism.
Definition 5.1. Let S and T be Schur rings over groups G and H , respectively.
A Schur homomorphism is a linear map σ : S → T which preserves ·, ◦, and ∗.
Now, let S be a Schur ring over G and let α ∈ S be nonzero such that
α ◦ α = α and α2 = cα for some scalar c. Since α ◦ α = α, there exists some
subset H ⊆ G such that α = H. Since H
2
= cH, we have that H is a nonempty,
multiplicatively closed subset of G. Since |G| <∞, we have H is a subgroup of
G. Therefore, these ring-theoretic identities characterize the S-subgroups of S.
In particular, if σ : S → T is a Schur isomorphism, then there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the S- and T -subgroups. If additionally, both groups
are abelian, then all S- and T -subgroups are necessarily normal and σ induces
a Schur isomorphism on the maximal lattice subrings of these two Schur rings.
Since Schur isomorphisms are ring isomorphisms, they preserve the primitive
central idempotents of the Schur ring. If these primitive central idempotents
are spanned by S-subgroups, a Schur isomorphism will preserve this property
as well, that is, Schur isomorphism preserves tidiness. Therefore, if S is a Schur
ring over an abelian group and is Schur isomorphic to a Schur ring over a cyclic
group, then S is tidy.
Now, Z4 ×Z2 has 28 distinct Schur rings and Z2×Z2×Z2 has 100. By the
above paragraph, we need to only consider the Schur rings which are not Schur
isomorphic to a Schur ring over Z8. This leaves eight Schur isomorphism types
among the two groups. Two of these Schur rings are the group algebras Q[Z4×
Z2] and Q[Z2 × Z2 × Z2], but abelian group algebras are tidy by Proposition
2.9. Four of the six remaining types are Schur isomorphic to lattice Schur rings,
which are tidy. The remaining two types are Schur isomorphic to the wedge
products Q[Z4]∧Q[Z2×Z2] and Q[Z2×Z2]∧Q[Z4]. Both Schur rings have the
same Wedderburn decomposition, which is Q4 ⊕ Q(i). Thus, both Schur rings
contain five primitive idempotents. Both Schur rings contain six S-subgroups
which produce five nonzero idempotents. Since these must be the primitive
idempotents, the central idempotents of these Schur rings are spanned by the
S-subgroups. Therefore, each Schur ring over an abelian group of order 8 is
tidy.
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Considering the examples from above, it is not yet clear for which abelian
groups every Schur ring is tidy. Hopefully, future efforts will answer this ques-
tion.
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